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Abstract
Background: To describe a process for adapting a supportive care clinical practice guideline (CPG) for use in a middle
income country setting.
Method: We reviewed different approaches for CPG adaptation and created a straight-forward approach for adapting
supportive care guidelines for use in Shenzhen, China. The initial CPG to be adapted was for the empiric management
of fever and neutropenia (FN) in children with cancer and hematopoietic stem cell transplantation recipients.
Results: The steps to be used in adaptation were as follows: review of local guideline; understanding local clinical
pathways and contexts through interviews; development of worksheets to facilitate adaptation decisions; deliberation of
guideline recommendations in focus groups; and drafting of the adapted FN CPG. After several iterations, stakeholders
agreed upon a final adapted guideline.
Conclusions: We described an approach to adaptation of a supportive care CPG for the middle income country
setting of Shenzhen, China. Although we believe this work has broad applicability, this approach requires rigorous
evaluation, both in terms of methodology and the validity of the adapted guideline. Future work will evaluate
implementation of the adapted CPG.

Background
Clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) are important to
facilitate provision of high quality evidence-based clinical care. Studies have demonstrated that compliance
with guidelines can improve patient outcomes [1–3]. For
children with cancer, CPGs to address supportive care
issues are particularly important since cancer treatment approaches in pediatric cancer are primarily driven by clinical
trials whereas supportive care is highly variable [4, 5].
CPGs are defined as “statements that include recommendations intended to optimize patient care that are
informed by a systematic review of evidence and an assessment of the benefits and harms of alternative care
options” [6]. Much attention has been directed at
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specifying the methodology required to create robust or
trustworthy guidelines and these principles have been articulated by the Institutes of Medicine [6, 7]. Several
pediatric cancer groups are focused on the development
of trustworthy pediatric cancer supportive care guidelines including the Pediatric Oncology Group of Ontario,
the C17 Council, The American Society of Pediatric
Hematology and Oncology, the Dutch Children’s Oncology
Group and the Children’s Cancer Leukemia Group. These
groups have been brought together under the umbrella
organization International Pediatric Oncology Guidelines in Supportive Care Network (iPOG Network;
http://www.sickkids.ca/Research/iPOG/). These groups
are all primarily focused on creating CPGs applicable
to the high income country (HIC) setting.
While creation of CPGs for HICs is an important goal,
most children with cancer live in low and middle income
countries (LMICs) [8]. There may be a desire to adapt
CPGs developed for HICs for LMICs since those institutions may not have the resources for de novo CPG
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development. Guideline adaptation is defined as a systematic approach to the modification of a source guideline for application in a different context [9]. Guideline
adaptation requires fewer resources in comparison to de
novo guideline development. In this case, considerations
for adaptation must include applicability of the knowledge base, similarity in values and preferences, availability of resources such as tests and medications, and costs.
Adaptation of CPGs through a formal process is important to ensure that the adaptation process does not
undermine the validity of the recommendations made by
the source CPG and to promote uptake by making
stakeholders a part of the adaption process [10]. In spite
of the great need to adapt supportive care CPGs to
LMICs, we found a dearth of information on this topic
to direct guideline developers and clinicians on how to
accomplish this goal. Thus, the purpose of this article is
to describe our thought process and experience with
adaptation of a pediatric cancer CPG focused on fever
and neutropenia (FN) for the middle income country
setting of Shenzhen, China.

Methods
Through an initiative with The Hospital for Sick
Children’s (SickKid’s) International office and a partnership
with the Shenzhen Children’s Hospital, we began a program
to adapt supportive care guidelines. We began with FN
since this common side effect of therapy is responsible for
considerable morbidity, mortality, costs and resource
utilization. The source CPG was that by Lehrnbecher and
colleagues [11] and it was chosen because it is specific to
pediatric cancer and it has been endorsed by multiple
organization including the Children’s Oncology Group,
American Society of Pediatric Hematology and Oncology,
Pediatric Oncology Group of Ontario, C17 Council,
American Society of Clinical Oncology and Multinational Association of Supportive Care in Cancer.
The source CPG used the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluations
(GRADE) approach to make recommendations [7, 12].
With this approach, a strong recommendation is made
when benefits clearly outweigh risks or vice versa. When
a strong recommendation is made, almost all patients
should receive the recommended intervention as a matter of policy. In contrast, when a weak recommendation
is made, the benefits and risks of the intervention may
be closely matched or there may be considerable uncertainty about the magnitude of the benefits and risks [7,
12]. When weak recommendations are made, facilities
can elect to institute or not institute the intervention depending on local factors, preferences and values, or facilities may enable children and families to make decisions
based upon their own perspectives. In addition to making strong or weak recommendations, the GRADE
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approach classifies evidence as high, moderate, low or
very low based upon the degree of certainty in the estimates of benefits and risks for the target population
[13].
Setting

The setting of CPG adaptation and implementation was
Shenzhen Children’s Hospital. This hospital was established in 1998 and is located in Shenzhen, China, immediately north of Hong Kong. It is a public hospital
affiliated with Shantou University Medical College.
There were 167 new pediatric cancer cases diagnosed in
this center in 2015.
Identification of guideline adaptation approaches

The first step was to identify approaches to guideline
adaptation or implementation which might be helpful in
our setting. We did not conduct a systematic review of
adaption approaches but rather, focused on the ones we
had used in our other guideline-related work.
ADAPTE [10]

This approach has been widely used to adapt guidelines
to other settings. This approach consists of three main
phases, namely set-up, adaptation and finalization.
During the set-up phase, the tasks are outlined. During
adaptation, the adapted guideline is prepared after assessing evidence and guideline quality, currency, content
and applicability and making decisions around adaptation. During the final phase, feedback on the adapted
CPG is obtained. We modified the original step-by-step
process because of the limited time and resources available to perform guideline adaptation in this context.
Queen’s University Research Roadmap for Knowledge
Implementation (QuRKI) [14]

This approach is focused on ensuring that the best available evidence is integrated into practice and has three
major phases, namely issue identification/clarification,
solution building and implementation, evaluation and
nurturing the change.
Checklist of determinants of practice [15]

The authors used a systematic review and a consensus process to develop a checklist of determinants of
healthcare practice. They propose that use of such a
checklist can improve implementation of a specific
change in practice.

Results
After selecting the source guideline, we adapted the
source pediatric FN CPG to the Shenzhen context using
the following steps (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Steps Taken to Clinical Practice Guideline Adaptation

1. Review of Local Guideline(s) (if available): In
anticipation of the visit to Shenzhen Children’s
Hospital, we confirmed that a current, written local
FN guideline existed and reviewed its recommendations.
We identified the recommendations which were
consistent or inconsistent with the source CPG
and color coded the recommendations as follows:
green (consistent with source CPG), yellow
(inconsistent with source CPG weak recommendations)
and red (inconsistent with source CPG strong
recommendations).
2. Understanding of Local Clinical Pathway and
Context: In attempting to better understand the
local context, we arranged a series of interviews with
local healthcare providers and stakeholders. First, we
met with pediatric oncology clinicians to better
understand the local healthcare system and to
understand the clinical pathway for different types of
patients with FN including inpatients and outpatients.
Next, we conducted interviews with the following
services: microbiology, infection control, the intensive
care unit, emergency department, pharmacy and
information technology. While many other services
could also impact on the FN CPG, we were constrained
by team availability and time limitations.
3. Development of Worksheets to Facilitate Adaptation
Decisions: Using the reviewed approaches (ADAPTE,
QuRKI and the Checklist of Determinants of Practice),
we developed a worksheet to guide the adaptation
discussion (Table 1 shows the final modified version
using an example recommendation). A separate
worksheet was generated for each recommendation in
the source CPG. The document headings included
the source CPG recommendation; the local
recommendation; concordance with source CPG;
and supports required to implement the source
CPG recommendation. A decision regarding the
appropriateness of the source CPG recommendation
to the local setting was listed next; this decision was
made during the focus group which is described in
the next step. If this decision was “inappropriate”,
then discussion would stop for that recommendation.
If the decision was “appropriate”, then discussion
would continue with the goal of understanding local
factors important to successful implementation.
4. Focus Group to Deliberate Adapted Guideline
Recommendations: After gaining some insight into

the local context, we conducted a focus group with
the following participants: all pediatric oncology
clinicians, relevant administrators, pharmacy,
nursing leadership, and infection control personnel.
The session was scheduled for 4 h and began with
education focused on CPGs to explain what constitutes
a robust CPG according to the Institutes of Medicine
[6] and to delineate the GRADE approach to
recommendation development [7, 12].
Next, we reviewed each section of the source CPG sequentially: initial presentation of FN, ongoing management and empiric antifungal therapy. The original
questions from the source guideline were used without
modification. We first presented a color-coded comparison of local guideline and source CPG recommendations.
We then reviewed each source CPG recommendation
using the worksheet shown in Table 1. The following
headings were completed prior to the focus group: the
source CPG recommendation, the local recommendation,
concordance with source CPG, and supports required to
implement the source CPG recommendation.
The remaining elements of the worksheet were completed during the focus group and decisions were
projected in real time to ensure that focus group participants understood and agreed with decisions being made
during the session. In the original worksheet, these elements were the appropriateness of the source CPG
Table 1 Example Worksheet To Facilitate Adaptation Decisionsa
Source Guideline
Recommendation

Do not modify the initial empiric antibacterial
regimen based solely on persistent fever in
children who are clinically stable (Strong
recommendation, Low quality evidence)

Local Recommendation

After using cefepime for 7 days, change the
dose to 1500 mg/m2/dose (MAX 2000 mg),
IV every 12 h

Concordance

No

Required Supports

Ability to judge clinical stability

Appropriate to Setting?
If no, then stop
Facilitators and Barriers
Resources Required
including Patient Costs
Other Comments
Table is populated up to “Required Supports” prior to focus group and remaining
fields are completed during the focus group. A table is generated for
each recommendation from the source clinical practice guideline

a
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recommendation to the local setting; facilitators and barriers; incentives to implementation; resources required including institutional and patient costs; organizational
priority for change; and effort and feasibility.
We reviewed practices which were consistent with the
source CPG briefly in order to ascertain the perceived
degree of compliance with the local CPG recommendation and whether there were barriers to compliance.
Next, we reviewed the inconsistent recommendations
and identified whether each recommendation was appropriate to the setting. Strong recommendations of the
source CPG which were discordant with local clinical
pathways (color-coded red) were prioritized for
discussion.
Working through each recommendation sequentially
and using the worksheet (Table 1) to guide the discussion, we achieved consensus on each recommendation in
the adapted guideline. For consensus recommendations
which differed from the current local clinical pathway, we
determined the resources required to achieve change.
5. Drafting of Adapted Pediatric FN Guideline: Based
upon the focus group discussion, we drafted the
adapted FN CPG and circulated it among the pediatric
oncology clinicians and pharmacists in Shenzhen. After
several iterations, we agreed upon a final document.
The edits primarily focused on clarifications
rather than deviating from decisions made during
the focus group.
These steps were completed successfully. All but one
of the strong recommendations from the source CPG
were included in the adapted guideline. Where the
source CPG recommends either caspofungin or liposomal amphotericin B for empiric antifungal therapy, the
adapted CPG recommends oral voriconazole for empiric
anti-fungal therapy since in Shenzhen, caspofungin is expensive and liposomal amphotericin B is not available.
All other strong recommendations of the source CPG
were incorporated into the adapted guideline.
The major changes to the local guideline and to
clinical practice were as follows: (1) Standardization
of the front-line antibiotic regimen for patients with
and without sepsis; (2) Reservation of vancomycin
and a carbapenem for clinical (hemodynamic instability or clinical evidence of a specific infection type) or
microbiological indications and reassessment and deescalation at 48–72 h if appropriate; (3) Discontinuation of broad-spectrum antibiotics with evidence of
neutrophil recovery in the absence of positive cultures, fever, or ongoing clinical site of infection; (4)
Not changing antibiotic coverage for persistent fever
alone; and (5) Discontinuation of routine beta-Dglucan testing.
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We found that while feasible, the worksheet included some questions which were less useful and
thus, we removed organizational priority; efforts and
feasibility; and implementation incentives in the final
worksheet (Table 1).

Discussion
We have described a process to adapt a supportive
care CPG for a middle income country setting. This
process is important; most children with cancer live
in LMICs and supportive care is at least as important
in these centers as in HICs [16]. We present our experience in order to help others who plan to adapt
CPGs for LMIC utilization.
In this experience, we capitalized on both an existing
CPG and the availability of a local guideline. In the absence of a local guideline, the worksheet could still be
used although local recommendations would be replaced
by the most common local practice. More problematic is
how to adapt guidelines in the absence of robust
CPGs for a specific topic, a common occurrence in
pediatric cancer [17]. In this case, we would suggest
first identifying if robust CPGs exist on the topic in a
similar population such as adults with cancer. In the
absence of such a CPG, the options include de novo
guideline development if recent systematic reviews are
available or adaptation using consensus recommendations if they exist.
Our future plans include evaluating implementation of
the adapted guideline and beginning to evaluate outcomes before and after implementation. We recommend
that implementation be sensitive to local practices and
culture and that the process be facilitated by frequent
contact with the adaptation team. We also plan to adapt
other supportive care CPGs. A major limitation to CPG
adaptation is the absence of robust CPGs in many areas
of pediatric cancer supportive care [17]. However, we
anticipate that the recent formation of the iPOG
Network will begin to bridge this gap.
The strengths of the proposed approach are the careful
planning of the adaptation process; the utilization of
existing frameworks; and its successful application in a
real-life setting. Weaknesses include its resourceintensive nature and due to challenges with language,
the requirement to translate all documents between
English and Chinese. Moderators of the guideline
process also need to be very familiar with the source
CPG to be able to adjudicate the appropriateness of recommendation deviation. Another important limitation is
that we did not strictly follow every step of the original
ADAPTE process because of constraints with time and
resources. This deviation could affect the robustness of
the adapted product.
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Conclusion
We described an approach to adaptation of a supportive
care CPG for the middle income country setting of
Shenzhen, China. Although we believe this work has
broad applicability, this approach requires rigorous
evaluation, both in terms of methodology and the validity of the adapted guideline. Future work will evaluate
implementation of the adapted CPG.
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